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SCLogistics

SCTruck

Management systems for stowages and 
warehouses, to handle your customers' goods easily

Make your own warehouse structures in 3D.
Easily generate all the necessary documents (warehouse receipt, remittance slips, delivery notes, etc.).
Control goods at packaging or product level.
Decide the location of goods in the stowage.
Generate goods receipt, dispatch, bulk breaking, product consolidation and goods endorsement.
Create your own basic and customers’ tari�s to easily invoice services.
Analyze product inventories in general and according to each customer.
Generate goods labelling. 
Use statistics with incorporated graphics. 
Make the best of the natural link between  SC-FORWARDER, SC-PARAMETRIC AND SC-TRUCK processes.
Control the tasks assigned to your operators.
Allow your own customers to follow the inventory of their goods through the web, 
and to generate work orders.
Integrate peripherals to collect data and barcodes.

Comprehensive management system
and vehicle �eet administration:

Organize and manage your operations for national and international transport.
Con�gure your equipment according to your own needs, creating your own categories.
Create your own basic and customers’ tari�s to easily invoice services.
Commercial management by generating and sending quotations to your customers.
Generate road transport documentation (Manifests, Bills of Lading, remittance slips, delivery notes, etc.).  
Control  vehicle consumption and maintenence.  
Analyze the cost-e�ectiveness of each trip, load and/or consolidated.  
Generate alerts and notices for companies and organizations connected with the freight.  
Attach video, images and documents to shipment �les.  
Assess business management by means of statistics with incorporated graphics.  
Make the best of the natural link between SC-FORWARDER, SC-PARAMETRIC AND SC-LOGISTICS processes.  
Allow customers to follow up their shipments through the web.  

The software products developed by Softcargo consist in an ERP 
(Enterprise Resource Planning) which meets the needs of foreign 
trade and logistics in terms of corporate management solutions. 

These systems are integrated into a single and wholly  integrated solu-
tion which allows the company to unify the productivity  areas of the 
company by means of  practical and integral tools that cater for real 
problems and make a major breakthrough in the way of doing business, 
by maximizing your bene�ts and reducing costs.



       

Widen the scope of your services and improving their quality but without making 
your infrastructure bigger. 
       
Standardize working procedures.
       
Minimize errors and omissions in data management. 
      
Avoid double data processes and input. 
      
Concentrate all your working tools in a single system.
       
Reduce operational costs by  making the best of your technological resources. 
      
Improve customer relationship by providing them with more and better information.
       
Make your personnel’s work easier and better organized. 
      
Achieve e�ciency and being e�cient at the same time.
       
Rely on accurate information to make decisions. 
      
Friendly and intuitive user/system interaction. 
      
Multi-language and multi-company systems, adapted to the requirements of the country. 
      
Compatibility with other MS-WINDOWS and MS-OFFICE applications and tools. 
      
Integration with corporate systems, control agencies and others, by means 
of interfaces and/or messaging.        

Management, accounting and �nancial 
system 100% orientated to foreign trade and logistics:

Process invoices,  purchases, collection, payments, payment orders, provision of costs.
Control accounts payable, receivable and combined with agents overseas.
Work with a multi-currency schedule. 
Easy management of exchange rates di�erences.
Generate balance sheets, ledgers, statements of account, accounting records, analytical reports, 
statistics and auxiliary records.
Control banking operations, bank conciliation, check management and 
keeping track of the checks given.
Generate customized reports and make your own consultations menu for them.
Consolidate all the currencies in your local currency or in American Dollars.
Control arrears, limit of credit, collection and payment terms, risk of your customers, suppliers and agents. 
Automatically close and open the �scal year.
Generate graphics from the processed data.
Rapidly audit administrative information against operational modules, with the capability 
of exchanging data exchange on both ways.
Make the best of integrated electronic messaging.
Export reports directly to MS-EXCEL.
Make the best of a system adapted to the legislation and �scal laws of every country.

What do you get from having 
Softcargo systems n your company? 



SCForwarder

A management system for Freight 
Forwarders to run their company 
comprehensively:

Commercial management:

Process quotations from service providers 

(Airlines, Shipping Agencies, Freight Forwarders, etc.).

Generate and send quotations to your customers from the system, 

control follow-up, status and expiration dates.

Link purchase to sales tari�s to validate quoted costs.

Incorporate commissions and rebates to quoted tari�s.

Clone quotations to accelerate your job and store historical commercial backgrounds.

Link tasks and contacts of the commercial team to MS-OUTLOOK tools.

Analyze management and performance of your commercial department with statistics and graphics.
         

Customer service management:         
         
Link accepted quotations to shipping instructions.        
Manage all the goods pre-shipment stages, from pickup to on board loading .     
Follow up freight until its �nal delivery.          
Issue all the documents and notices relevant to the di�erent stages 
(routing orders, bookings, pre-alerts, etc.).        
Manage purchase orders from customers at stock item level, with the possibility of 
importing them by means of interfaces integrated to it.       
Keep a complete follow-up of all the communications that took place between 
the company and the actors involved in the shipment.       
Evaluate the performance of all stages; from goods departure to �nal delivery.     
Integrate electronic messaging, attach documents, images and sound.      
Manage the changes occurred before or during the goods shipment.      
Automatic and immediate web tracking update to keep the customer fully informed.     
Alert users about deadlines, cuto�s and special occurrences that may a�ect the customer
at pre-shipment (arrears, for instance).          
         

         

         

Operational management:         

         

Manage air, sea and importation and exportation as well as complementary logistic services.    

Create and manage consolidated and direct shipments.        

Issue all the documentation connected with shipments (bills of lading, cargo lists, notices, etc.).    

Manage commissions, rebates and overs.          

Create  CASS spreadsheet easily.         

Clone shipments to reduce data input times.         

Calculate pro�ts on consolidated, houses and direct load.        

Attach video, images and documents to shipment �les.        

Integrate on line electronic messaging.          

Generate invoicing orders and predict shipment costs individually.       

Settle pro�t share with agents overseas.          

Control and compare �scal incomes against operational return.       

Create your own notice pack in the language of your preference and with the data you want.    

Generate EDI Corporate to transmit data to another o�ce 

(Softcargo should be running at both o�ces).

Statistics:

Analyze operational and commercial management through multiple �lters and comparisons.

Analyze management according to user, control and verify incoming shipments, 

issued documents, etc.

Check the management return for each shipment, calculate the impact and proration of each 

of them (consolidated freights), automatically, according to the shipment’s characteristics.

Draw the graphics of your choice with the data obtained from di�erent sources. 

Design reports with your own format and include them in the user's menu.

Compare management of di�erent periods, using any variable you want .

Information on pro�tability in real time, including or not, cost provision and/or current shipments.

Export to MS-EXCEL any generated reports.

Limit access to managerial information by means of user rights. 
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 Softcargo?

ís.
IT HAS AN EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE AND 
LONG PRESENCE IN THE MARKET.
  
IT HAS MORE THAN 250 CUSTOMERS 
IN 15 COUNTRIES IN AMERICA.
  
IT IS UP TO DATE WITH CUTTING EDGE 
TECHNOLOGY.
  
ITS SYSTEMS DESIGN IS FLEXIBLE AND 
UNIVERSAL.
  
ITS DEVELOPMENT DYNAMICS ANTICIPATE 
THE EVOLUTION OF THE BUSINESS.

Why choose  
Because…


